Multi-platform Mobile App Developer
Location: InnoCentre @Kowloon Tong

Company
FonFair Technology Limited (OlaFix is our marketing brand for FonFair Technology)

Contact
peter@olafix.com

Job Description
Full-time Mobile App developer for iOS and Android. Experience with front-end frameworks, React, React Native, Firebase, and TensorFlow is a plus.

You will be working with our founder and developer locally, plus a 4-person remote team in Vietnam.

Why us?
We are building exciting AI-driven mobile solutions for businesses and consumers to setup, support and trade-in the rapidly growing number of mobile devices.

You will make a great impact, and at the same time collaborate with our founders and engineering team. Our team comes from Silicon Valley veteran and multi-national executives.

Skills & Requirements:
If you participated in public GitHub or Bitbucket projects and previous Hackathons, please list them in the CV.

• Good at OOP, data structure, Data base and algorithm
• Experience in develop app for both Android & iOS
• Proficient with Android App component: Activity, Service, ContentProvider, Intent, Delegate, Permission, etc.
• Proficient with iOS App component: Xib, Delegate, Controller, Navigation, Info.plist, Setting, etc.
• Proficient with UI design: Layout, custom layout, support multi-screen
• Frameworks and Permissions in computer system

• Note: we accept bachelor’s Computer Science or Engineering degree, or above from local Hong Kong universities only.

Plus:
• Good knowledge at Digital Image Processing
• Good knowledge about firebase, TensorFlow
• Experience with React Native and cocos2d-x
• Knowledge about AI
• UX design experience with Sketch or Adobe Photoshop

Personality:
• Passionate and hands-on about new trends, design ideas and technologies
• Openness to explore new things and expand beyond horizon
• Observant with strong creative sense on UI Designs, without compromising logical thinking on UX designs
• Welcome problem-solving and challenges, ready to contribute the best UX solutions

Pre-Qualification Questions:
• What’s your GitHub or Bitbucket ID?

Compensation
• Up to 25% above market salary + Flexible Working hours + Up to 1% Stock Options

About Us
• OlaFix creates intelligent, convenient and cost-effective technology solutions to cover the end to end lifecycle of the 5 billion mobile device around the world.
• Our solutions make it easy for businesses* and consumer alike to setup, support, and trade-in their devices.

* Businesses includes mobile retailers, carriers, insurers, OEMs, recyclers and repairs